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Why Some Engineering

“Breakthroughs” Never

Make It

In the FCIll 1982 issue of Dis

Crbled USA, “To Wolk CInd Work

in Comfort” told Cibout the

prosthetics work of Jon

StokosQI in ECISt LCInsing,

Michigon. Becquse of his crofts

mCInship CInd SOme innovo

tions in moſteriCls CInd tech

niques, Stokosq. CIChieves

gredit results in fitting pros

thetic limbs to persons with

CImputortions. Still, his limbs

CIIe boºsicolly simildr to the

prostheses with which most of

us dire formilidr. Despite

Stokoso's CICComplishments,

some redders might feel thot

the computer CIge Cºnd new

technologies destine Stokoso's

CICivCInces to CIn eqrly

Obsolesence.

Stokosoſ CInd Colloſboroſtor for

this CIrticle Lee Whipple feel

differently. “Will it work?" is the

question typically disked of

new inventions. “Does it hoſve

procticol Opplicortions?" how

ever, is CI Guestion thoſt StokoSOI

ond Whipple find too infre

quently directed CIt new tech

nologies for disqbled perSons.

Becoſuse his viewpoint coin

be troined On CIreCIS Of

rehobilitation engineering

other thoſn prosthetics,

Stokoso's opinions CIreporticu

loºrly provocortive. Perhops

expectortions Cºbout the volue

of some high technologies

currently on our lips CIre not So

much Observortions Offuture

trends CIS pipedrecimS.

igh technology is here! Slick

Hº: in popular magazines

point confidently to “new reali

ties.” Dazzling seven-second film clips

on the evening news seem to prove it's

true. It seldom is. Shown are the XYZ's

of high technology. The ABC's are not

so simple.

The potential high technology user,

or investor, is implicitly invited to build

a mental daisy chain linking the mere

existence of high technology to its im

mediate application. News analysis

focuses on the technology. The envi

ronment with which the technology will

have to interface and the specific con

texts in which the technology will have

to function are ignored.

In Order to realize the XYZ's of tech

nologies that seem feasible (even

plausible), roadblocks—often mundane

in nature—in the environment and in

specific situations must be removed.

This is true of computerized military

hardware as well as “monoclonal as

says.” It is true of “gigabyte memory

electronic encyclopedias” and “re

combinant DNA”-produced pollution

controls. It is also true of prosthetics,

where modern developments in the up

per extremity prosthesis typify the

problematic ABC's of high technology.

After World War II, persons with am

putations heard much about cine

plasty. This was an innovative method

of controlling an artificial limb through

Surgically inserted, stainless Steel rods.

Cineplasty was supposed to revolu

tionize prosthetics. Upper extremity

amputees, in particular, looked forward

to being free of the straps used both to

attach a conventional artificial limb to

the body and to control the limb's

movements.

It never happened. The specific con

text for this technology was the human

body—and it rejected the rods. Fur

thermore, persons with amputations

rejected the grotesque appearance of

the new apparatus. Other problems

with the new technology became moot,

and straps remained the dominant

technology. This was but a preview of

coming attractions.

Myoelectrics was next. The “bionic

arm.”This device is electrically “tuned”

to the musculature in a limb that re

mains after an amputation. Commands

from the person's brain pass from

nerve to muscle and then to the artifi

cial limb. Unlike cineplasty, the idea is

fundamentally sound and feasible. But

some problems could not be resolved.

First, the specific context: The plas

tic socket that holds the stump of the

remaining arm must be more exactly

contoured in a myoelectric limb than in

a conventional prosthesis. The “fit”

must be better. Unfortunately, fitting is

a general problem in the field of pros

thetics. Fitting technology, in all but

rare instances, is Crude. Thus, the

myoelectric arm (as good as it is by

itself) depended on another separate,
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but related technology in order to func

tion.

Second, the environment: To adjust

and repair myoelectric limbs requires

many specialized skills and much spe

cial knowledge that, in sophistication,

is a quantum leap beyond strap tech

nology. Most certified prosthetists

have a base education of two years at

college in any subject and 9 to 18

weeks of special courses. (This is less

education than for a dental hygienist.)

Doctors could not help with myoelec

tric limbs because physicians take no

training in prosthetics at all. Who then

is to implement this new high technol

ogy in prosthetics?—an unanswered

question.

inally, the myoelectric limb is sig

nificantly more expensive than the

technology it was to replace. The com

ponents cost much; the time and labor

of the few, highly trained technicians

who can make it work costs even

more. Who pays for all this? Presently,

the vast majority of prosthetic care is

paid by private insurance companies

and government agencies. Allowable

charges are based on historical data

and are not readily permitted to in

crease. Before most third party reim

bursers will accept a higher than nor

mal charge, a new medical technology

must prove itself and become a medi

cal "standard." This is a "catch-22" in

the environment.

Myoelectric arms have been avail

able since the early seventies. Straps

still dominate prosthetic technology.

Now another generation of high

technology is here. All-purpose pundits

on television and in magazines herald

its arrival: artificial limbs that are

motor-driven and controlled by com

puter chips. Reality, yes. Ready for pro

duction, no. Paraplegics in large num

bers will not rise from their wheel

chairs and kick footballs tomorrow.

The ABC's, sadly, will get in the way.

As if this were not enough, more

high technology prosthetics are alleg

edly “just around the corner." Pros

thetic devices wired directly into the

brain are finding their way from the

minds of visionary, experimental engi

neers into the popular media. Business

Week, September 1980, reported that

scientists are:

“making rapid progress in connect

ing tiny wires from microelectronic

implants and external prosthetic de

vices directly to the brain itself.

Once these microsurgical tech

niques have been perfected, it

would be comparatively simple to

hook the other end of a synthetic

nerve system to any kind of pro

sthesis—or to a muscle."

Words like “rapid progress" and

“comparatively simple" often flavor

reports about high technology, inviting

visions of sugarplums to dance in our

heads. High technology is here!

Don't believe it.

The mere existence of a technology

does not necessarily lead to its appli

cation. A roadblock or two may ob

struct the way.

High technology is a complex busi

ness. Its impact on human life and

society is already great and its poten

tial impact is awesome. So we must

not shrink from its future use. But

neither should we delude Ourselves

with naive notions about progress. The

not so simple, often mundane, ABC's

of high technology must be studied and

mastered. Only then are the promises

of the experimental laboratory kept.

Only in this spirit does high technology

have any mature meaning.

—Lee Whipple and Jan Stokosa

Lee Whipple is the author of Whole

Again, a true life novel about prosthe

tics published by Caroline House, Inc.,

and by the Reader's Digest. Jan

Stokosa is a certified prosthetist and

director of The Institute for the Ad

vancement of Prosthetics, a nonprofit

organization located in East Lansing,

Michigan.
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